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What is
XLH?

X-Linked Hypophosphatemia (XLH)
is a rare bone disease affecting
both general and bone health
throughout all stages of life. XLH
affects approximately 1 in 20,000
to 1 in 25,000 people. There are
approximately 1,480 to 1,850
patients with XLH in Canada,
according to Statistics Canada.

What is XLH?
XLH is also known as X-linked hypophosphatemic
rickets or X-linked vitamin D-resistant rickets. It is
the most common form of heritable rickets. Rickets
is characterized by impaired bone mineralization
resulting in malformation and bowing of the long
bones. In XLH, poor mineralization of the bones
and teeth result in long-term effects on skeletal
health and dentition. Joints are also affected with
early onset arthritis. Muscle function can also be
affected resulting in weakness. The blood calcium
can be low resulting in seizures.

Rickets results from inadequate intake or absorption of calcium, phosphate,
or vitamin D. XLH differs from nutritional rickets as it is a genetic disorder
due to a mutation in the PHEX gene. This mutation results in high levels of a
bone hormone known as fibroblast growth factor 23 (FGF 23) which
regulates phosphate loss through the kidney. High levels of FGF23 decrease
phosphate reabsorption in the kidneys allowing large amounts of phosphate
to be lost through the kidney. High levels of FGF 23 also decrease the
formation of active vitamin D and this will result in decreased absorption of
both calcium and phosphate from the bowel.

Figure 1:
X-rays showing poor bone mineralization of
patients with X-linked hypophosphatemia.
In XLH the phosphate levels
are too low to allow normal
bone mineralization, and
bowing of the long bones
results. Also, there is
inadequate mineralization of
the teeth and this results in
frequent dental abscesses and
fractures in the teeth as well
as periodontal disease.

What
causes
XLH?

Mutations in the PHEX gene result in XLH. These
mutations can be inherited in an X-linked dominant
manner or can occur spontaneously which happens
in approximately 10-20% of the patients. The mode
of inheritance is X-linked dominant. Males have one
X and one Y chromosome and females have two X
chromosomes. If a father has a mutation on his
single X chromosome then all of his daughters will
inherit the disease and none of his sons will. If a
mother has a mutation on one of the X
chromosomes, then half of her boys and half of her
girls will be affected as they will inherit the abnormal
X chromosome. The other half will inherit the
normal X chromosome and will not have the
disease. Each child has a 50% chance of inheriting
the abnormal X chromosome and developing XLH.

How is XLH
Diagnosed?
The blood phosphate levels need to be measured as well as the urine
phosphate. If the blood phosphate is consistently low, then further
evaluation is required to find out the cause of the low phosphate. The
amount of phosphate being lost through the kidneys is then
calculated and adjusted for kidney function. In XLH the tubular
maximum phosphate reabsorption adjusted for glomerular filtration
rate (TmP/GFR) is low confirming that there is renal phosphate loss.
Loss of phosphate through the kidney can also occur with other
conditions and your specialist in metabolic bone disease will carefully
evaluate the laboratory profile before confirming the diagnosis of
XLH. The laboratory profile also includes measurement of blood
calcium, vitamin D and parathyroid hormone levels.

Your physician will determine if the renal phosphate loss is due to XLH or
due to other conditions which can also cause renal phosphate loss. Other
conditions include Drugs, mutations in other genes, certain kidney diseases,
hyperparathyroidism, and rarely it can be due to a tumour. The diagnosis
of XLH can be confirmed by DNA analysis of the PHEX gene.

Why Is Phosphorous Important?

Phosphorous is a very important mineral in the body. It is
needed for many processes and is essential for bone
formation as well as dental health. Sources of phosphorous
include dairy products, sunflower seeds, meats, poultry,
fish, eggs, legumes, and a variety of vegetables.

Symptoms of XLH
Symptoms begin in infancy or in childhood; these can vary in severity
among affected children. Symptoms in children include delayed
growth, delayed walking, bone and muscle pain and weakness, rickets
bowing or knocked knees and short stature as a consequence of
irregular bone growth. Soft bones as well as bone and joint pain may
occur from poor bone mineralization. Teeth enamel may be irregular,
and infections can occur with spontaneous tooth abscesses.

It is important to know that XLH is a progressive disease and
symptoms may worsen over time without careful monitoring and
treatment. Symptoms may continue into adulthood with new
problems occurring such as mineralization of tendons and ligaments
around the joints, inflammation of joints, non-traumatic and pseudo
fractures, as well as spinal stenosis (pressure on nerve and spinal
cord from calcification of spinal ligaments) and kidney stones. Hearing
impairment may also develop. If symptoms increase in severity it can
result in significant disability and severely impact daily life. If,
however, XLH is carefully monitored and treated the impact on daily
life can be significantly minimized.

Figure 2:
X-ray showing
effects of rickets
causing bowed legs
of patient.

How is XLH Managed?
If XLH develops it is advised to see a specialist in metabolic bone
disease – this may be a specialized endocrinologist or nephrologist. In
children the goals of management are to address growth issues,
correct rickets and improving the mineralization of bones and teeth.
Goals of management in adults are to reduce pain, fatigue, stiffness
of bones, muscles, and joints, and to improve bone and dental health.

When managing XLH, more frequent doctor visits are important. In
children it is important to see your doctor every 3-4 months while in
adults it can be less frequent and possibly every 6-9 months. These
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appointments will also require blood work and urine tests to be
completed prior to the assessment. Additional x-rays and bone
imaging as well as bone density testing may also be required.
Furthermore, due to dental complications appropriate dental care
and dental visits are essential to prevent premature tooth loss.

How is XLH Treated?

Conventional therapy for XLH is different from nutritional rickets as it cannot be
treated with vitamin D alone. Treatment usually consists of phosphate tablets taken
3-5 a day, as well as calcitriol taken 2-3 times a day. This is helpful in improving the
phosphate levels in the blood but does not correct the underlying phosphate
wasting in the kidney. A new treatment is now available known as burosumab. This
medication is an antibody and is able to bind to the excess FGF23 and lower the
level into the normal reference range and thereby decrease the phosphate loss
through the kidney and also normalize the formation of active vitamin D.
Burosumab is given as a subcutaneous needle every 4 weeks. It improves the
healing of bone mineralization and can also improve the healing of fractures and
normalize the phosphate levels in the blood. It is generally well tolerated.

OTHER TREATMENTS
Other treatments for symptoms
caused by XLH may involve surgeries
to straighten bowed legs, or knocked
knees, and to fix fractures. Dental
procedures include removal of
abscessed teeth and root canal
surgery as needed. Good dental
hygiene should be maintained. Other
hormonal therapy may also be
considered particularly if height has
been severely affected by XLH.

Summary
XLH is the most common form of heritable
rickets, but unlike nutritional rickets it is
caused by phosphate wasting through the
kidney. Symptoms include bowed legs and
knocked knees, bone, joint and muscle pain
and weakness, dental abscesses and other
skeletal deformities. XLH is a progressive
disease. It is important to be referred to a
physician specializing in XLH and receive a
detailed assessment and appropriate drug
therapy. XLH can impact daily life however
with proper management and an active
lifestyle a very normal life can be
maintained.
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